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What is Agile?
 For this research, Agile refers to modern development methods that share a common 
set of values and principles
– Traditionally considered as software development processes including specific frameworks such 
as Scrum, Kanban, SAFe, Extreme Programming (XP), Lean startup, etc.
– Not to be confused with the term agile acquisition which refers to new procurement methods 
such as Middle Tier Acquisitions (MTA), Other Transaction Agreements (OTAs), etc.
 Agile values founded in the, Manifesto for Agile Software Development, 2001
– Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
– Working software over comprehensive documentation 
– Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
– Responding to change over following a plan 
 Also includes 12 principles
 Our research examines adaptations of Agile beyond IT and software development
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Summary of Research
 Research Question: Is Agile being applied to domains beyond IT and can it lead to 
similar successes?
 Methodology: Surveyed the landscape for examples with details
 Initial Findings:
– Agile did not start in IT (PDSA, TPS, Lean)
– Modern business environment very well suited for Agile (UURVE and VUCA)
– Found: small pilot efforts, pilots that grew to scale, and large at scale applications
– Domains identified:  Manufacturing, Construction, Health, R&D, Finance
 How this helps: Documents examples, successes and failures, and provides references
 Research Application: Federal Agency Proof of Concepts
– #1 Joint DoD Intelligence Program applying Agile to delivery of products
– #2 Joint DoD ACAT I R&D Program applying Agile to concepts
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Findings: Agile Applications Beyond IT, 
Lessons Learned (1 of 2)
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Findings: Common Characteristics
• Iterative
• Adaptive and flexible
• Collaborative, small teams
• User/customer focus
• Visual progress
• Short feedback loop
• Trust/psychological safety
• Simplify
• Change in leadership roles
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Conclusions: Guidance for Implementing Agile
Agile might be exactly what your program needs
1. Determine if Agile is a good fit
2. Determine the scope of the Agile effort
3. Consult with experts
4. Tailor Agile values and principles to the 
situation
5. Develop an approach: do not use 
waterfall to plan Agile
6. Leverage lessons learned: this research, 
other companies, etc.
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Agile Beyond IT Applications for Federal Agencies
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Proof of Concept #1: Joint DoD Intelligence Program 
 Domain: Products (intelligence reports)
 Application: modernize intelligence production process; new data, tools, and methods
– Intelligence production reports developed  by sharing “flat file” formats
– Use Agile to execute small scale pilots to drive modernization (e.g., object-based 
production) across the enterprise
 Implementation
– Iteration on products utilized and adapted a classic Agile Scrum approach
– Consulting with Experts - ended up being a critical factor in their successes 
 Outcomes
– Delivered Pilot Execution Guide to execute pilots for specific Intel products
– Good news story: implemented Agile; became more innovative and efficient in 
delivering improved products to the benefit of the Agency and its Users
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Proof of Concept #2: Joint DoD ACAT I R&D Program
 Domain: R&D
 Application: use Agile in material solution analysis phase (pre-Milestone A) to 
prioritize Mission Needs Statement (MNS) ideas
 Implementation
– Highly tailored approach: adapted for their R&D application, using Agile ceremonies 
and best practices; not adopting a specific Agile framework
– Identified and leveraged parallels to research findings on Agile applications in R&D
– Determined Agile was a good fit; consulted experts; tailored principles & approach 
 Outcomes: 
– Obtained buy-in from Agency Senior Leadership
– Inc 0 Preparation completed, including training teams and task leads in 4  weeks
– Inc 1 Planning Session to populate and prioritize backlog; Inc 1 now underway
– Opportunity to significantly influence the DoD acquisition process in Material 
Solution Analysis phase by delivering improved concepts in reduced timelines 
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